
EXACTLY OPPOSITE

Johnnie’s Creamery, Sacramento Street, 1950sAfrican Americans in Berkeley’s History and Legacy, opening May 15, 2021, is part two of a three-part 
series of exhibits. The inaugural 2019 exhibit featured four Black families of Berkeley with some having 
roots in the city going back to the late 1800s. This rich and deep history called for a second and third year 
of archival research, oral histories and dynamic, graphic presentation. 

This year’s exhibit will focus on businesses and professionals, politics, education, social organizations, 
and religious institutions. The once thriving Black business corridor along Sacramento Street and other 
locations will be made visible again through a map and photographs in the gallery and an interactive 
digital map online.                              (continued on paage 3) 
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EXACTLY OPPOSITE

Archivist Bill Roberts with the Mundstock Collection. Photo by George O. Petty.

The Mundstock Collection
Our exhibit featuring the David Mundstock collection opened for public viewing on Saturday, November 6, 
2021 to great success. We had over 50 visitors to the exhibit, including some of the participants of the political 
movements documented on the walls and in display cases. The exhibit represents only one period of the 
collection formed by Mundstock, the 1970s, about which he wrote a minutely detailed account, which can be 
read at https://berkeleyinthe70s1.homesteadcloud.com. Mundstock amassed a collection of incredible scope 
of political flyers, position papers, commentary, and posters covering Berkeley’s political landscape from the 
1970s through to the 2010s. He was not a bystander, however, but a committed progressive who encouraged 
voter registration, particularly of Berkeley’s large student population, and who was an active participant in the 
Berkeley Citizens Action coalition.

The collection consists of almost 30 cartons of 
paper materials, 150 posters, political buttons, large 
precinct maps which he painstakingly colored to 
document voting outcomes, and other ephemera. 
The Mundstock collection will undoubtedly be a 
rich source for researchers long into the future.

– Bill Roberts
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berkeLey historicAL society President’s Message
What goes into curating a Berkeley Historical Society & Museum (BHSM) 
exhibit?  I began preparation for this column with three questions to recent 
BHSM exhibit curators: (1) motive for exhibit? (2) effort to complete? 
and (3) how to memorialize?  Answers came from: Bill Roberts & 
Lincoln Cushing (From Street to Ballot Box: Berkeley Politics in the 1970s, 
Selections from the David Mundstock Collection), Ann Harlow (Berkeley’s 
Fascination with Food) and Dr. Stephanie Anne Johnson & Harvey Smith 
(African Americans in Berkeley, Parts 1, 2, and—in spring 2022—3).

Exhibit impetus for the Mundstock exhibit was the arrival (in museum-
speak “accession”) of David Mundstock’s collection of an “incredibly rich 
source of political action materials of the 1970s and beyond in Berkeley,” 
with the goal of “focusing on an important time in Berkeley’s political 
history, and at the same time highlighting many issues which still have 
resonance today, 50 years later.”  The Food exhibit was prompted by a 
desire to “explore the influence of Alice Waters and Chez Panisse on food 
culture—the farm to table movement, celebrity chefs, artisan breads, 
etc. There was the nostalgia element as people remembered Berkeley 
restaurants of the past, several venerable ones having closed in recent 
years. Everyone is interested in food!”  As for the African Americans 
exhibits, the diminishing of Berkeley’s Black population inspired a 
desire “to highlight and not make forgotten the history that existed and 
the people that contributed” along with emphasizing the importance 
of having a Black advisory committee and researcher, and young Black 
assistants, in the lead.

Five persons worked to prepare the Mundstock exhibit, with their work 
concentrated over about a one-month period, and the Food exhibit 
engaged about eight persons in research, writing, etc. during COVID, 
with a decision first to go with an online exhibit and later with a scaled-
down exhibit at the Center.  The three-part African Americans exhibit has 
so far involved over 50 volunteers and paid professionals for parts 1 and 2 
of these donor-sponsored exhibits; staffing for Part 3 remains to be seen.

Curators have memorialized exhibits in the past with booklets.  Today, 
online versions may or may not end up in booklet versions.  The Mundstock 
exhibit is currently planned for an online version coming soon, and if  the 
curator’s expectations are realized, research by others in the collection 
should contribute to all manner of works.  Both the Fascination with Food 
and the African Americans in Berkeley’s History and Legacy exhibits are 
preserved online now. All BHSM online exhibits are or will be available 
through our website,  berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org. 

So come to the History Center and visit us online to reap the reward of 
our curators’ inspiration and efforts!

      George O. Petty
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The Berkeley Daily Gazette
and 

Its Publishers and Carrier Boys
By Fred Etzel

Charles Dunscomb was active in the California Republican Party and a charter member of the Berkeley Lodge of 
the Elks, as well as a member of Rotary and various other local organizations. Flora Dunscomb was a member of 
the Women’s Relief Corps of Lookout Mountain Post No. 35, the Twentieth Century Club, and the Berkeley Branch 
of the Needlework Guild of America.

Charles Dunscomb died on November 9, 1938 at the age of 70, after a three-week illness. A memorial service 
was held at the Niehaus Company funeral home at 2640 Grove Street (later home of the Rainbow Sign). The Rev. 
Laurence Cross of Northbrae Church, who later served as mayor of Berkeley, eulogized Dunscomb as a journalist 
who kept the Gazette “as clean as the untrodden snow.” The Gazette newsroom and printing plant fell silent for 
four minutes as the memorial service started at 10:00 a.m. Charles and Flora had worked together for decades in 
the daily operation and management of the Gazette. Following Charles’ death, in a front-page statement in the 
Gazette on November 10, 1938, Flora pledged to continue her late husband’s editorial policies and to maintain 
family ownership of the paper.
                                      (continued on page 4)

In 2019, through Amazon, I bought a used copy of Berkeley: The First Seventy-five 
Years, 1941, from a third-party seller. The book arrived with an unexpected bonus: 
an eight-page booklet (cover shown at left) published in 1938 by the Berkeley Daily 
Gazette, once Berkeley’s local newspaper. 

Before radio, television, and the Internet, local newspapers played a critical role in 
the community life of American cities and towns. Charles and Flora Dunscomb, 
owners and publishers of the Berkeley Daily Gazette, were prominent and valued 
members of the Berkeley community. At the other end of the newspaper’s human 
resources were the carrier boys who daily delivered the newspaper to subscribers. 
A photograph of them (see page 5) was taken in front of the Gazette’s offices and 
printing plant located at 2048 Center Street. The caption for the photograph reads: 
“They bring the Berkeley Daily Gazette to your home. Our carriers are the city’s 
youngest business men.” 

The Dunscombs, who had no children, resided in an 
apartment in the Whitecotton Hotel (today’s Hotel Shattuck 
Plaza), located at 2086 Allston Way. At right are Charles 
and Flora in the roof garden of the Whitecotton Hotel in 
about 1936. Charles Ellsworth Dunscomb was born on June 
21, 1868 in Moultrie, Illinois. He graduated from Sullivan, 
Illinois High School in 1883 and immediately went into 
newspaper work in Sullivan, later becoming advertising 
manager of the East St. Louis Journal. Dunscomb came west, 
and on April 3, 1893, he married Flora Elizabeth Damron 
(1871–1940), the daughter of Judge C. N. Damron of San 
Bernardino, California. In 1915, the Dunscombs became 
the sole owners and publishers of the Gazette.
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(Gazette - continued from page 3)

She became known as the Grand Lady of the Gazette. Flora Dunscomb died on December 23, 1940 of complications 
associated with pneumonia. Charles and Flora are interred in a crypt in Sunset Mausoleum in Kensington.

    
    

 Left: Charles  E. Dunscomb, Gazette
 Publisher and Editor

Right: Flora E. Dunscomb

Gazette photos    

Two longtime Berkeley Historical Society volunteers, John Underhill and Buzz Cardoza, were carrier boys for the 
Gazette. John Underhill recalls: “I carried the Berkeley Gazette in the Cragmont neighborhood for a couple of years, 
1943 and 1944, when I was 12 years old. We picked up our papers at the corner of Regal and Euclid. Our bags for 
carrying the papers hung front and back with a hole for our head through the middle. We could turn them over on 
rainy days to keep papers dry. My fellow carriers and I referred to the Gazette as the ‘Gas-jet.’ My route extended 
from the corner of Regal Road and Cragmont south to the corner with Shasta Road, back-and-forth to Grizzly Peak 
to Park Hills Road, back north along Grizzly Peak Boulevard, then Latham Lane, down Miller Avenue and home on 
Poppy Lane. I’d collect one dollar a month from customers. I got to keep about 20 percent of what I collected. $20.00 
seemed like a lot of money to me at that time and my age. 

“And quite often I got a generous tip. One house had two 
great noisy dogs and I didn’t collect there for months. Finally, 
they called the paper to see what the problem was and paid 
via mail, I guess. We had no rainy-day wrappings for the 
papers, so we had to be careful to leave them somewhere 
where they wouldn’t get wet. If I missed a delivery or a paper 
got wet, I got a call from the newspaper. I was given one 
extra paper each day.” The photo at right shows John, his 
brother Bill, and fellow members of the “Golden Triangle” 
gang, c. 1941, typical of the boys who were carriers for the 
Berkeley Daily Gazette. The location of the photograph is 
one of the many then-vacant lots on the west side of Keeler 
Avenue between Miller Avenue and Poppy Lane.

Buzz Cardoza remembers: “The Berkeley Daily Gazette was 
an evening paper, six days a week. No Sunday paper. We delivered it after school let out. I was a paper boy in 
1947–1950. My older brother had been a paper boy for the Gazette, and he found an available route for me in our 
neighborhood. There was a competing evening paper, the Oakland Tribune, which was owned by the Knowland 
family and was delivered seven days a week. They had fewer subscribers in Berkeley and the routes were much 
more spread out. Not so desirable for a paper boy. I had about 65 subscribers on my route. It took approximately 45 
minutes to deliver their papers. 

“Paper boys usually lived in the neighborhood in which they grew up. The paper boys were mostly in the fifth 
through ninth grade in school. I remember when it rained the delivery man for the Gazette would bring the papers 
to my home where I would wrap them in bread wrappers and then deliver them to each subscriber.”

(continued on page 5)
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Photos from Berkeley Gazette pamphlets circa 1940s

(Gazette - continued from page 4)

On March 11, 1984, the United Press International reported: “The 107-year-old Berkeley Gazette has published 
its final edition. With a headline that said ‘Bye Berkeley,’ the daily newspaper closed down Saturday, an apparent 
victim of its inability to adapt to social and economic changes and competition from other San Francisco Bay area 
newspapers. The Gazette had a circulation of about 5,000, and another 5,000 copies were given away.” 

The role once played by the Berkeley Daily Gazette in the life and times of Berkeley is today played by the online 
news daily Berkeleyside (berkeleyside.org). The location on Center Street once occupied by the Gazette building is 
now occupied by Berkeley City College in a building completed in 2006. 

Note: The Berkeley Daily Gazette is on microfilm and may be viewed in the History Room of the Berkeley Public 
Library Central by appointment with James (Jef) Findley, Library Specialist II. The History Room also maintains a 
newspaper clipping file on Charles and Flora Dunscomb. 

Special thanks for help with this article to Tama Spencer, Daniella Thompson, and the carrier boys, John Underhill 
and Buzz Cardoza.
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New Historical Plaque at Becky Temko Tot Park
By Hal Reynolds for the the McGee-Spaulding-Hardy Historical Interest Group

We are delighted to announce the installation, in June, of a Berkeley Historical Plaque at the entrance to Becky 
Temko Tot Park on the 2400 block of Roosevelt Avenue.  The plaque memorializes the unique history of the park, 
which was created in the spring of 1968 at the instigation of more than one hundred and twenty McGee Spaulding 
District residents, who petitioned the city to purchase the property for the purpose of creating a tot lot for their 
children and to prevent continued apartment development in the District.

Among residents involved in the creation of the park were Barton and Mardy Stone (she now goes under the name 
Suzanne Osborne and lives in Alaska; Barton lives near Sebastopol), Pat and Jim Nomura (still neighborhood 
residents), Michele and Virginia Perrella (he was for a time Pizza Chef at Chez Panisse and currently lives in 
North Berkeley; Virginia still lives in the neighborhood), Elizabeth McCue and Jerry Tunis (still neighborhood 
residents), Mary Lou Goersen, and Eleanor Letchaw (one of the two cosigners of the letter accompanying the 
petition to the city, also one of very few Black participants).

The city not only purchased the property, it also allowed the residents total control to design, build and maintain 
the tot lot, which quickly became a popular venue for community gatherings.  By the early seventies two celebrated 
architects, Sim Van der Ryn and Sandy Hirshen, with students from their classes at U.C. Berkeley, spearheaded an 
upgrade  by providing the design for a structure which was subsequently built by community residents under the 
supervision of  local builder/carpenter John King.  

In January, 1997, the City Council adopted a resolution “to rename Roosevelt Mini-Park dedicated to the memory 
of Ms. Becky Temko and authorizing the design and placement of a plaque at the Park detailing the Park’s history 
and recognizing the people who contributed to its development.” Temko was a park activist and former chair of 
the Parks and Recreation Commission.

More details on the history of the park are available on pages 5 and 6 of the Spring, 2019 issue of Exactly Opposite, 
the Newsletter of the Berkeley Historical Society, online at:
http://www.berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org/uploads/newsletters/2019spring.pdf

The MSHHIG members in the photo are: left front - Lynne Davis, 
left rear - Pat Edwards, right front - Anna Marie Taylor, right rear - 
Hal Reynolds. Photo by Hal Reynolds.
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J.F. Altermatt, Berkeley Builder, Part 2
By George O. Petty

My tour of houses in conversation with Ed and Mary Altermatt on June 29, 1992, reported in the fall issue of Exactly 
Opposite, was recorded on a portable cassette recorder (the cassette is long gone) as we drove past houses built by 
Ed’s father, J.F. Altermatt.  What follows are the words of Ed and Mary during our tour (after 916 and 920 Oxford), 
as I summarized or quoted them at that time.  I have added permit information gathered just after the tour (actual 
build dates may vary considerably from permit date).

882 Santa Barbara – Built on speculation, this was the third house built by J.F., and one of the first all-electric houses 
in Berkeley.  Heat, cooking and everything; PG&E was cutting their rates for people who used over a certain wattage. 
The original owners were a Mr. and Mrs. Emerson. The grillwork around windows was not done by Altermatt; this 
was done later “due to the fear of robbery in Berkeley.” The house is “too early” to have handmade roof tiles, but 
typical escutcheons, which J.F. had cast, can be found here.  The door knocker is original Spanish, from the Riverside 
Mission Inn.   Permit #23582 – 1925
                

     

          Typical Altermatt
         Knocker, 882 Santa Barbara Rd.                                   escutcheon                           Grillwork, 959 Spruce St.
 
959 Spruce – another house with later add-on grillwork, including the door. Built before October 1926, on 
speculation.  Permit #25367 - December 11, 1926

992 Santa Barbara – built in 1929 for Fleda Emma Smith, a professor with U.C. Extension Service; she took care of 
rural people. The “exposed” brick design in the front wall may not be original. Permit #28824 – 1927

Ed Altermatt and Mary (Drew) were married in this house in 1933.  Ed and Mary met at a young people’s gathering 
at All Soul’s Episcopal Church (of which they were not members). Ed graduated from Berkeley High in 1926, and 
their daughters following in 1955 (Judy) and 1959 (Carole).  Ed had taken a nine-month around-the-world New 
York University cruise in 1926-27, aboard a chartered ship for 500 students on the Holland-America Line, with a 
complete faculty – “didn’t learn how to make money but I did learn how to live.” Holling C. Holling was Ed’s art 
teacher on the cruise. Ed took photographs in Spain and Italy, and got a “very good book, which showed Spanish 
ceilings,” from which details in the decoration of 1930s Altermatt houses were taken.

                        Beam decoration, Ed Altermatt, 843 Arlington Avenue

(continued on page 8)



(continued on page 9)
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1000 Cragmont – built ca. 1928 for J.F.’s family use after 920 Oxford “caught a buyer.”  Ed lived there for a while. The 
little door on the brick wall has the typical escutcheons. The Altermatt family remained in this house until the Great 
Depression.  Permit #29512 – 1927
              

                    1000 Cragmont Avenue               1001 Keith Avenue

1004 Cragmont – built for a doctor ca. 1930, whose wife was his nurse.  Permit #30270 - April 17, 1928

1001 Keith – built ca. 1932 for Mr. & Mrs. L.C. Tyrell. He was a lighthouse  inspector  for the State. Ironwork with 
angular design is probably not original. Permit #39951 - 1935

1003 Keith – also built by J.F. some years later (some permits were taken out long before construction), for Mr. & Mrs. 
Tyrell, when they wanted a smaller home for retirement. It is accessed by escalator along the steps at the east side of 
1001. Permit #39952 – 1935

843 Arlington – built for Fisk M. and Agnes Ray in 1929.  They had a grown daughter (Mrs. Thornton Wilson, “married 
to a lawyer”), who advised on the house, mainly colors.  Mrs.  Ray, who did watercolor painting, also contributed. 
Fisk Ray’s obituary in the Berkeley Daily Gazette, November 12, 1936, described him as a “retired capitalist of 843 
Arlington Avenue.”  The stone wall along the sidewalk in front was probably not done by J.F., because “we didn’t do 
any stonework.” The plank floor in the dining room is typical Altermatt construction, fastened by screws, and then 
plugged.  Permit #31484 - September 25, 1928; Notice of Completion filed March 2, 1929.

  

(Altermatt -  continued from page 7)

2514 Cedar – built for Mr. & Mrs. Minor, ca. 1927.  Ed did the decorating, 
right after his return from his around-the-world cruise.  Permit #27526 - 1927

                             Leaded glass and beam, 2514 Cedar Street

1596 Le Roy – Kitty-corner from Professor McGovney’s former house, which 
burned in a house fire; he had J.F. build him a new house ca. 1927-30. Leaded 
glass “a trademark,” craftsman not recalled.  Permit #31955 – 1928

1544 Le Roy – built in the 30s for Miss Madre Merrill, Professor of Spanish at 
U.C., who became a friend of the family. After he had gotten out of the construc-
tion business, Ed had to restore plaster stenciling on one of the arches, which 
had been damaged in an earthquake, because “no one else in Berkeley knew 
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(Altermatt - continued from page 8)

how to do it. It took a half dozen trips, to plaster it and let it dry, come back and put on some gilt, come back, put 
on the design, let it dry, come back and do the hand work on the interlacing design, let that dry, and then come 
back for a coat of shellac and then two different glazes.” He had done extensive stenciling design in this house 
with tile designs from the Alhambra.  Permit #28157 - 1927

270 Alvarado – probably built on speculation, totally destroyed in the 1991 firestorm, owned by John & Elizabeth 
Traugott.  Permit #21292 – 1925

5640 Margarido, Oakland – built on speculation, “Dad had a free hand and did everything he wanted to do—in 
that area, he was not afraid to run the price up.” Year built (Zillow) – 1929

5640 Margarido Drive, Oakland

239 and 243 Taurus, Oakland – 239 built for J.F., but sold before he finished it.  So he built one next door (243), 
where J.F. and his wife Nellie G. lived.   Ed and Mary had believed these houses did not burn in the ‘91 fire, but we 
found they were gone, with no rebuilding on either site to date.  Both houses were all wood.   Mailboxes with house 
numbers at the street were untouched by the fire.

Special thanks to Anya Baum Davis, Senta Pugh-Chamberlain, Susan Self, and Sonia Wichmann.

My original 1992 transcript of this tour may be viewed at berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org/altermatt. The site includes 
further information and references to additional addresses not included here plus a complete list of Altermatt 
Berkeley building permits. 

Photos by George O. Petty.

1226 Shattuck (remodel only) – When J.F. retired in 1941, he bought this old 
(about 1910) place for $7,000 and put around $5-6,000 into fixing up bathrooms 
and walling off the stairs to the upstairs apartment.  When J.F. died in 1942, Ed 
bought it from his mother (who stayed there), plus another up on Euclid, making 
two properties for him to care for during his jewelry work (“a glutton for punish-
ment”).   When his mother died in 1968, he had the house appraised at $35,000 and 
sold it for $60,000.
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Thanks to Our 2021 Benefactors!

LIFE MEMBERS
(Those in bold made a year-end donation.)
Bruce Africa, Daina Apple, Susan Austin, Nancy & Peter 
Bickel, Kathleen Caine, Eunice Childs, Nelly & Mark Coplan, 
Patricia & Michael DeVito, Tom Edwards & Rebecca Parlette 
Edwards,  Robert D. & Judith Edwards, David Eifler, Susan 
Flagg, Phil & Phyllis Gale, Steve Greenberg & Liza Vainhagen, 
Ann Harlow & Phil Zimmerman, Steven Jenner, Helen Kysh, 
George O. & Sandra Petty, Linda &  Steve Rosen, Susan  
Schwartz, Bret & Rachel Taber, Ann Tussing,  John & Clem 
Underhill, Burl Willes, Valerie Yasukochi & James Duff, Jr.

$100 & ABOVE MEMBERS
Karl Batten-Bowman, Berkeley Host Lions Club, Larry Bourret, 
Buzz Cardoza, Karen Chapman & Sean King, Crowe Family, 
Suzette Curran, Douglas Daniels, Phil and Jean Darnall, Fred 
Etzel, Robert Fabry & Susan Taylor, Bruce Fodiman, Virginia 
Hamilton, Loni Hancock & Tom Bates, Darby Johnston, Patricia 
A. Kates, Patricia H. Kuhi, Judith Kysh, Carol Leita, Gary 
McDole, Mike & Becky Meehan, Mara Melandry, Ellen Murphy 
& Michael Gray, Jana Olson, Richard Otter, Richard Rahm, Hal 
Reynolds, Jack Sawyer, Nancy Schimmel, David & Susan Self,  
J. M.Sharp & Daniella Thompson, Christine Sunderland, Alexis 
Thompson, Kuniko Weltin-Wu, Kristi Wessenberg, Charles 
Wollenberg

And a big thank you to all our volunteers! Have any interest 
and time for volunteering in 2022? Give us a call at 510-848-
0181 or email info@berkeleyhistoricalsociety.org and we will 
work out a niche for you. Some projects can be done from home.
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Oakland Tribune ad, March 13, 1927

Altermatt house detail, 2514 Cedar


